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HOW PROPAGANDA

Most Americans are familiar

SUPPORTS THE WAR ON

with the propaganda
efforts of Adolph
Hitler; but few know
that he based his
tactics on the success
of the U.S. propaganda
that altered public
opinion in favor of the
United States entering
World War l. A soldier
in that waL Hitler
noted that "What we
failed to do, the enemy
did, with amazing skill
and real ly br i l l iant
calculation. I myself
learned enormously
from this enemy war
propaganda."
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TRICKS OT THE TRADE

the goal of propagandists is to move people toward a predefined goal-which may be a way of thinking or a way of

acting-by appealing to emotions while minimizing thought. To this end, propaganda, according to the Institute for

Propaganda Analysit can be categorized into nine different tactics: name-ca//lng (applying a negative label to an idea or

person), glr'ttenng generality (associating your campaign with a virtuous concept like freedom), euphemrisms (words

that make an unpleasant reality more palatable). transfer (using authority or prestige of one message or symbol to

legitimize the propaganda), testimonials (using celebrity endorsements to make the message more appealing), p/ain

folk (to appear as if the message is coming from ordinary citizens) , bandwagon (everybody's doing it; you should too),

appealing to fear (like threats of future attacks), and false logic.

The goal of name-calling is to get the audience to reject a person or idea without examining the evidence. A good example

of name-calling is to label anyone who questions the actions of the Bush administration and either its approach to the

current "war" and/or what it knew about the World Trade Center attack as "unpatriotic." In April of 2002, U.5. Rep.

Cynthia McKinney called for an investigation of what the Bush administration knew before September 1 1 about possible

terrorist attacks. Several media outlets and government officials lambasted her request for a congressional review.'lhe

National Review said she was spouting "paranoid, America-hating, crypto-Mauist conspiratorial delusions." Like so many

other tactics of propaganda, name-calling serves to silence open, free, discussion of issues and questions.

After Bill Maher, comedian and former host of TV's Politically lncorrect (the show is no longer on the air), was made to

apologize for commenting that the suicide hijackers were not cowards because they put their bodies on the line White

House spokesman Ari Fleischer commented in an alarming statement that views such as Maher's are "reminders to all

Americans that they need to watch what they say, watch what they do. lhis is not a time for remark like that there never

is." Aren't these restrictions on one of our country's founding principle*-free speech-what the tenorists want? And,

ironically, Bill Maher personally supports the War on Tenorism.

In yet another round of name-calling. Attorney General John Ashcroft implied that anyone critical of the erosion of our

rights to privacy was scaring peace-loving citizens and aiding tenorists. Although he refers to concerns about lost liberties

as "phantoms," his police-state policies grant the power to record private conversations between attomeys and their

clients and the ability to inquire at your local library about what you've been reading.

"To those who scare peace-loving people with phantoms of lost liberty; my message is this: Your

tactics only aid terrorists-for they erode our national unity and diminish our resolve. They give

ammunition to America's enemiet and pause to America's friends. They encourage people of good

will to remain silent in the face of evil." -Attorney General John Ashcroft, Dec. 6, 2001, Senate

Judiciary Committee hearings



Ihis rather frightening propaganda should have raised an outcry from the American public and the media, but
unfortunately received very little attention amid the cunent political climate.

Ihe glittering generality device seeks to have its message blindly accepted without any examination of evidence. George
W. Bush refened to the abstract concept of freedom (a glittering generality) more than 220 times in his speeches about
the War on Terrorism during the fint four months of 'Operation Enduring Freedom." The power of the word 'freedom" is
that although it may mean different things to different people, it has a positive association for everyone. The Institute for
Propaganda Analysis explaint 'lhis lowers our 'sales resistance' and makes us far less suspicious than we ought to be
when the speaker begins telling us the things'the United States must do to preserve freedom.'"

Euphemisms like "collateral damage" (civilians killed), "soft targets" (human beings) and "smart weapons" are some of
the most powerful tools of propaganda. All these euphemisms are used widely in the current war to create the image that
the United States avoids targeting of civilians and has accurate weapons technologies.

G00D vs.  EVt t

"No threat, no threat will prevent freedom-loving people from defending freedom. And make no
mistake about it: This is good versus evil. These are evildoers. They have no justification for their
actions. There's no religious justification, there's no political justification. The only motivation is
evil." -President George W. Bush, September 25,2001

Demonization of the enemy is a common propaganda tactic used in war. When it is coupled with emotional agitation by
creating fear and hatred of the enemy, it is very effective in mobilizing an indifferent population in support of war. Of course,
the honor of actual destruction and loss of nearly 3,000 lives on September 1 1, 2001, made this task significantly easier.

"0ur enemies are evil and they're ruthless. They have no conscience. They have no mercy. They
have killed thousands of our citizent and seek to kill many more." -President George W. Bush,
November 21,2001

Propagandists have demonized al Qaeda and the Taliban as evil, barbaric terrorists who are opposed to all civilization,
claiming that there is no political or rational human explanation for their existence or their behavior. This propaganda
seryes to curtail thoughs of trying to understand the social, political and historical aspects of terrorism and U.5. foreign
policy. Propagandists frame the suicide hijackers in a way that reduces them to a single abstracted and inational source
of evil. We are taught that terrorists are motivated not by a human or political cause, but only by pure hatred of "our
freedom" (Bush, September 20, 2001 ), "our way of life" (Bush, September 1 3, 2001 ) and a thirst for controlling the world.

T H I S  A R T I C T E  C O N T I N U E S  I N  U i I D E R G R O U N D ,  N E X T  P A G E
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a fashionby Wil low King

There you are as a child in all your glory. Perhaps y0u're wearing your special
cowboy boots, a favorite tutu, or maybe just the plastic guitar and nothing
else. lt's you: a shining example of pure, unadulterated beauty-right there,
for the entire world t0 see. Then the doubts of adolescence arrive, the itch to
understand your body and the simultaneous terror, the fear that you don't
measure up, the wanting t0 change some (or al l) of your features...al l  steps
on the long road to where you are now, flipping through some glitzy style
mag at the hair salon hoping that the beautician is enough of an alchemist to
transform you from straw into gold.

Find your way back to that original shine. Feel the sericeousness of your skin. Look to
the trees and into the eyes of the ones you love for inspiration, for therein lies beauty
-not in the inky newsprint of lack and luster.

A marvelous orgasm, a hot bath, a ripe avocado. things that make us feel good: Are
they what make us feel beautiful? Botox injections into tendeL aging skin; shoes
that pinch toes into one cramped mass; tight bodices and jeans that wear us rather
than us wearing them. Things that make us feel uncomfortable: Are they what make
us look beautiful? Are feeling beautiful and looking beautiful two different things?
ls the gap so wide that we get lost in the abyss of advertising and trends? Have we
lost our sense of well-being and delight and instead transformed ourselves into
pinched reflections of what we should look like as prescribed by the glossy pages
of fashion mags and billboards?

I do not mean to condemn fashion; quite the contrary. Fashion as I see it is the play
of texture, colo; style and wit that allows human beings to rejoice in and express
their own complexity, uniqueness and vision. HoweveL fashion as it plays out in our
culture requires commentary on the fragility of our self-image and the advisability
of protecting ourselves from the barrage of unreal visions that take us not into the
grand experiment of self-expression but rather into a conformist pafiern that
promotes a very narrow and limiting image of beauty. As defined by Webster's
New lJniversal Dictionary, fashion is "the prevailing mode or customary style of
dress, speech, conduct or other things subject to change, especially, the mode or
style favored by dominant circles of society." These dominant circles of socie$ will

Another way to dehumanize an enemy is to compare their behavior and their deserved

treatment to that of animals. Note the implied dynamic of a fox hunt in the following quote:

"They run to the hills; they find holes to get in. And we will do whatever it takes

to smoke them out and get them running, and we'll get them." -President

George W Bush, September 1 5, 2001

WAR IS PEACE

"We're a peaceful nation. Yet, as we have learned so suddenly and so tragically,

there can be no peace in a world of sudden terror. In the face of todayl new threat,

the only way to pursue peace is to pursue those who threaten it." -President

George W Bush, Octobel 7, 2001

When the United States began bombing Afghanistan (one of the most impoverished and

devastated nations in the world), we were told in a sort of double-speak reminiscent of Big

Brother's mantra in George 0nruell's novel 1984 that "war is peace." Upon the

announcement of the bombing, chants of "USAI USA!" echoed throughout American

football stadiums. But how much real thinking has gone into the public's response to this
"War on Tenorism," a war against no particular country a war focused on the desolate

region of Afghanistan (although most of the attackers were from Saudi Arabia, and

al Qaeda is a worldwide organization), a war against a people who a few shon years ago

were our allies and who we armed and supported, a war that was created in response t0

a tenorist action that in the past would have been considered a crime to be prosecuted

rather than justification for war?

The war has been bi l led as a war to "to save clvi l izat ion" (Bush, January 10, 2002) and

Bush has claimed that "We are supported by the conscience of the world" (October 17,
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digitally generated beauties whose whole lives are structured
around manicures and tummy tucks. lt's up to us to create the
beau ideal. lt's our respons-ibility to link our beauty to our
power and our pleasure.

I propose a fashion manifesto in which individuals reclaim their
own sense of themselves based solely on introspection rather
than the addiction to what the limited few at the top think is
hot, hot, hot. Perhaps this inner contemplation will reveal that
you actually want to wear tight, restrictive clothing and shoes
that require serious concentration in order not to swivel into an
ankle spin, So it is for you.

The issue is not the r,vhaf, but the how and the why. Which in
this case means letting ourselves explore our elemental natures:
the metal, the wood, the water, the fire that live throuah us. lt
means being the tight and spirit that we are and findirig our own
way through the fashion jungle based on trusting ourselves, nor
buying into self-doubt. the idea of our outer image is that it is a
reflection of our inner being. 0f course, this inner being is
constantly changing, subject to thousands of storms, upheavals,
purring c0ntent, rage, desire and breakthroughs. Thank goodness,
then, for wool, denim, rayon, pleathe; zippers and rubber soles.

happily send us down the road of enormous debt
while selling us a mirage of "the good lifq" the
circles that create enormous holes in self-worth
that need to be filled with bigger boobs, new
trousers and expensive handbaqs.

Why not take fashion back into our own hands?
Why not use fashion to express and celebrate our
cultural heritaget our stages of life, our art, the
desire to honor our bodies and the Earth? With
the rise of mass media and prominent advertising
campaigns has come an enormous lack of
personal creativity.

Instead of asking ourselves "What do I really
like? What do I really find beautiful?" we simply
subscribe to the regurgitated icons that suggest
that thin, white and young are the doors to
happiness and the keys lie in the purchase of the
latest low-slung jeans. Most fashion models give us
a painfully difficult example of what it looks like to
be hip. lmpossible waistlines, airbrushed skin and
the absence of blemishes, cellulite and bellies leave
us feeling frumpy, discouraged and disempowered.
The capricious world of the supermodel hands us
depleted, junkie-eyed, frail, pale fantasies that
don't swell with childbirth, dont lift heavy objects,
and don't get their hands dirty in the garden. They
aren't subject to the usual rules.

We live in a world full of situations that require
great strength. We need real role models, not

2001) TheAmerican public is given the impression that everybody is jumping on the war
bandwagon. However, a post-september'll Gallup International poll of 30 countries
found that extradition of terrorists for trial was preferred over military attacks by large
majorities in all countries except lsrael and the United states, with only a slim majority of
54 percent in favor of bombing.

PUBTIC RELATIONS

united states war propagandists have always used false stories of enemy atrocities to
garner the emotional support of the masses. During world war l, the war Department's
(now called the Department of Defense) propaganda arm, the committee on public
Information, placed false stories in the mass media that claimed German soldiers boiled
the skin of dead Allied soldiers to make soap. During America's war against lraq, the
Pentagon hired the public relations firm of Hill & Knowlton, who orchestrated a media

They are our tools and our playthings. Remember the dress-up trunk from when you were a child. Be a
brave, strong example of a beauty that is a prism of your inner grace, Do whatever it takes to find that
grace, knowing no amount of lipstick or liposuction can create it.Sometimes that may mean lying in the
shade in cutoffs and a dirly T-shirt, eating watermelon as the juice runs down our weil-sunscreened chins.
Sometimes it may mean dressing in flamboyant reds and oranges when we are feeling blue. Sometimes it
means silence; sometimes screaming into a pillow.

Dust off your old plastic guitar. Rerycle, reuse, redefine style for yourself. Shop garage sales and thrift
s h o n s : W h a t w p n c o d i c < n n f t p n r i n h t i n n l r r n r l l n h r r t , ' , . ' . | E

Trade with friends, cut things up, sew them back together to fit
you like a glove, Learn to knit, crochet, patch and tailor. Be your
own favorite designer. Fashion is our chance to free oursetves,
not to mask ourselves in the drag of the dominant "look," Mix
things up or disappear in the soft cashmere of a quiet
afternoon spent reading Colette or Persian poetry. Stretch, sing
at the top o{ your lungs, celebrate your freedorn. Our choice oi
dress, speech and conduct is just that: ours. We are here to
enjoy our livet our unique bodies and tastes. There is no
formula for our own fabulousness-except trust. I remember a
writer friend telling me in the chaotic streets of Bangkok "l
just want somewhere I can be alone with my fantasies," Try
wearing your fantasies on the outside for the entire world to
see, Now that's fashion, baby.1,

event in which the daughter of Kuwait's ambassador to the united states fabricated the
story that lraqi soldiers were ripping babies out of Kuwaiti incubators and leaving them on
the floor to die. For the cunent waL the pentagon has hired the pR firm, The Rendon Group,
whose past clients have included the government of Kuwait and the clA.As with the lrao
war-previously considered the most media information-controlled war-it may take
some time before we can sort out fact from fiction with regard to the war on Tenorism.

"There has never been an American wa4 small or large, in which [media] access
has been so limited as this one." -CBS TV newscaster Dan Rather

The propaganda of the war on Tenorism has been so effective that the overwhelming
majority of u.s. citizens define the suicide hijacking attacks as a declaration of war rather
than a honible crime. Yet after the first tenorist attack on U.s. soil (the February 26, 1 993,
world Trade center bombing that killed six people and injured thousands), war was not
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declared. Instead, the federal government arrested four perpetrators and put them on trial.
All individuals found responsible, including a fifth extradited from Pakistan in 1998, were
sentenced to fines and 240 years in prison.

One hundred ninety-eight peoplq including several children and babies, were murdered in
theApril 19, 1995, bombing of theAlfred P. Munah Federal Building in 0klahoma City, yet
the United States did not declare war on right-wing militias and neo-Nazis. Instead, they
sentenced Timothy McVeigh to death and Terry Nichols to life in prison.

But for some reason, the Bush administration made sure that retaliation through war was
the only response considered for the September 1 1 attacks. President Bush claimed
(November 6, 2001) that "Ihe Taliban regime of Afghanistan refused to turn over the
terrorists." Yet the Bush administration declared "no neqotiations" and iqnored all offers.

Before the bombing began, the Taliban offered to put Osama bin Laden on trial in a Muslim
court of his peers. lhe United States made no counteroffer. One week after the bombing,
the Taliban offered to have bin Laden stand trial in a neutral country Again, the offer was
ignored. lf we were truly after bin Laden and "those responsible" why did we not jump at
the chance to prosecute the most wanted man in the world-a man whose whereabouts
are completely unknown to our government and whose capture and prosecution by the
United States now seem highly unlikely?

Bush used the phrase "war against terrorism" in his first televised address to the nation
after the attacks. Within the first month of the tragedy, he made use of the word "war'

more than 200 times. Our nation was not allowed much time to grieve before being
encouraged to channel its natural human response of anger into revenge and to lash out
at the faceless enemv: tenorism. Less than four weeks after the attacks in New York Citv
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and Washington, D.C., the United States, without an official declaration of war, was
bombing one of the poorest countries in the world and calling for the removal of the
Taliban government ofAfghanistan, though none of the hijackers were Taliban nor Afghan.
More than 75 percent were from a single province in Saudi Arabia, and the rest were from
Egypt. What was our motive in choosing Afghanistan as the target for this war?

A ROSE BYANY OTHER NAME

"The enormous gap between what the U.S. leaders do in the world and what
Americans think their leaders are doing is one of the great propaganda
accomplishments of the dominant political mythology."-Michael parenti, author
ol The Terrorism Trap: September 11 and Beyond

Jhe entire military budget of the United States is six times larger than that of the next

biggest spender, Russia, and 26 times that of the countries labeled "the axis of evil,"
including Cuba, lran, lraq, Libya, North Korea, Sudan and Syria.the United States'sale and
transfer of weapons makes up more than 50 percent of the global arms trade. Often we
supply both sides in a conflict-a situation that has a tendency to produce what the CIA
terms "blowback," when groups we have trained and armed, like al Qaeda, turn against

Prior to the Gulf War; Saddam Hussein was a U.5. ally for decades and was supplied with U.S.
weapons, including biological and chemical weapons that ended up being used in a gross
violation of human rights against lraqi Kurds.fhe U.S. military supported lraq in its war against
lran, during which the U.5. warship Vincennes shot down an lranian commercial airliner in
1988, killing 290 people, When he moved troops into Kuwait over an oil dispute, Hussein was
suddenly no longer a U,5. ally but became the enemy. Figuring out what is and isn't terrorism

I
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and who is and isn't a tenorist seems to depend on who is providing the definition.

THE NEXT WAR?

"traq continues to flaunt its hostility toward America and to support terror. The
lraqi regime has plotted to develop anthrax and nerye gas, and nuclear weapons
for over a decade. This is a regime that has already used poison gas to murder
thousands of its own citizens-leaving the bodies of mothers huddted over their
dead children. This is a regime that agreed to international inspections-then
kicked out the inspectors. This is a regime that has something to hide fiom the
civilized world." -George W. Bush, January Zg,2OO2

Apparently not satisfied with the war against Afghanistan, the Bush administration has
begun beating the war drums again. The "axis of evil" propaganda apparatus is in high

gear to manipulate the opinions of the masses with fear of another evil tenorist. All Bush
administration efforts to tie Hussein to the al Qaeda network and the september 1l
attacks have failed, yet the administration seems undetened in its effors. We hear
frequently now about lraq's not possess ion of,but plans to develop,weapons of mass
destruction.

It was reported that lraq kicked out U.N. weapons inspectorg but in reality, on August 5,
2002, the Bush administration dismissed an invitation from lraq for members of congress
and arms experts to inspect any facilities alleged to produce chemical, biological or
nuclear weapons. lhe response to the invitation from Bush: "when I said no negotiations,
I meant no negotiations."

Republican scott Ritter, former chief inspector for the united Nations special commission
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I (UNscOM), resigned in thefall of1998 because "continued manipulation ofthe UNSCOM
i inspection process by the United States led to a fabricated crisis that had nothing to do

with legitimate disarmament." He reports that the crisis led to the United States "ordering

UNSCOM inspectors out of lraq two days before" the United States and Britain began a
72-hour bombing campaign, which used non-weapons targets accessed by the inspectors.

Many of our alliet including officials from Britain, have wamed that starting a war against
lraq may lead to a wider war in the Middle East. As with the War on Terrorism, U.S.
propaganda about lraq serves to close off greater understanding of the social, political and
historical context of the confrontation and any democratic discussion of alternative options.

Despite the War on Tenorism (ori more accurately, the War on Afghanistan), Osama bin
Laden is still unaccounted for; and few, if any, significant al Qaeda leaders have been

captured. Now the government has turned our attention to lraq, which, not coincidentally,
controls some of the largest oil reserves in the world. Will lraq become the next "most

information-intensive war" we fight, where again the U.S. military admits "we're going to
lie about things" ?

It is up to each and every one of us to see trat it does not. lt is up to each and every one of
us to ensure that the propaganda machine does not succeed in its mission to "truncate

thought" and manipulate emotions and silence our questions and concerns. Do not be
fooled into thinking that it is somehow anti-American to question our leaders. Ihat is just

more propaganda. Democratic and open debate bolstered by free thought and free speech
is as American as you can get. n0
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